
FREQUENCY MODULATED HALFTONES: 
an end to cartographic headaches? 

Gary Brannon 

The overlaying of multiple screens in process colour printing and the resulting problems of unwanted 
moire patterns has caused headaches for more than one cartographer. A new electronic technique called 
frequency modulated halftoning may eliminate the problem entirely. 

Introduction 
Overlay any two sheets of similar Letratone dot pat

terns and you will likely produce a moire pattern. Overlay 
any two similar computer-generated screened negatives and 
you will still, in all likelihood, produce a moire pattern. In 
fact, the moire effect can soon become the bane of a cartog
rapher's life, not to mention all the designers and printers 
around the world who struggle with the curse of moires on 
a daily basis. Although the electronic age of digital half
tones has alleviated some of the problems, it has so far not 
eliminated them entirely. 
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Figure 1 
The angular rotation characteristics of a typical moire 
pattern 

The moire pattern (Figure 1) is produced - usually 
inadvertently -when two geometrically similar screens are 
overlain with a small angular misalignment (Brannon, 
1992). Through experience printers have precisely deter
mined the appropriate angles at which screens can be 
successfully overlapped. For the subtractive primary inks 
these are: black (K) 45 degrees; magenta (M) 75 degrees; 
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yellow (Y) 90 degrees; and cyan (C) I 05 degrees. This calls 
for pinpoint alignment, for an error of only 0.1 degrees 
between screens can result in an unwanted moire pattern in 
areas where three or more screens overlap. 

Conventional Halftones 
When process colours (CMYK) are used to produce a 

printed multicoloured image or even a limited number of 
additional hues- theoretically, an infinite number are pos
sible - then halftones have to be created. These are then 
printed in sequence until a complete image is obtained. 

Halftone images do not exist naturally (Brannon, 1992) 
but have to be created via intermediate photographic or 
digital steps (the digital step electronically mimics the pho
tographic). All major printing processes transfer an image 
to the surface of a material by utilizing some sort of image 
carrier or plate. When the prepared plate is coated with 
printing ink and pressed against the material which is to 
receive the image, some areas of the plate transfer ink while 
others do not. All printing processes work on this basic 
principle of either inking or not inking - there is no such 
thing as partial inking. Therefore, since it is only possible 
to print solid elements, it is impossible to depict a full tonal 
range (i.e. continuous tone) without deliberate photographic 
or digital intervention before the printing plates are made. 

The intervention that takes place is the preparation of 
a halftone image from a continuous tone original. The term 
halftoning applies to the process by which small, equally 
spaced dots of varying size create the illusion of a full and 
continuous tonal range. This is achieved either electroni
cally within the computer or scanner (where combinations 
of pixels replace dots) or more traditionally by physically 
interposing a device called a halftone screen (Figure 2) 
between the camera lens and the photographic film. 
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Figure 2 
Examples of vignetted (left) and crossline (right) half
tone screen 
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Figure 3 is a conventional (i.e. non-digital) printed 
halftone image that has been enlarged to show its dot 
structure. 

Figure3 
A conventional halftone image enlarged to show dot 
structure. 

In conventional halftones a halftone screen is em
ployed. There are several theories as to how this screen 
works, but to this date there has yet to be published a 
complete rationale of how precisely an image is formed 
from them. The predominant theory is the penumbra! the
ory. The penumbra( theory contends that the grid of 
vignetted dots (i.e. each dot on the screen is denser at the 
centre than at its periphery) casts a shadow on the film 
emulsion. Between these shadows is an area of penumbra, 
or partial illumination, which is directly related to the inten
sity of light reflected back from the continuous tone original 
at any given point. Each dot in a traditional halftone screen 
can best be imagined as being a filter through which more 
or less light will pass. Weak light reflected from darker 
shadow areas of the original will penetrate only the extremi
ties of the vignetted dot and sensitize the film emulsion, 
while stronger light reflected from highlights penetrates the 
vignetted dot to a greater extent. The unsensitized areas that 
are left will remain as clear dots on the negative and as solid 
dots in the positive. The apparent production of a full tonal 
range, is simply an illusion created by the amount of print
ing ink that is perceived by the eye, in proportion to the 
amount of white paper surrounding it. 
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Digital Halftoning 
Digital production allows images to be converted into 

halftones either during the scanning process or before the 
image is sent to an imagesetter for laser printing onto film 
or paper. Digital halftoning has a distinct advantage over its 
photographic equivalent since screens can be pre-angled at 
will and, because delicate and expensive screens are not 
used, they cannot be damaged. It should be understood, 
though, that digitally produced halftoning only approxi
mates the traditional halftone dot with combinations of 
pixels (or parts thereof) and that resolution or sharpness, 
especially in areas of very fine detail, will only be as good 
as the output device on which it is to be produced. This is 
the very area, however, where frequency modulated half
tones are likely to come into their own. 

Frequency Modulated Halftones 
Frequency modulated (FM) screening has three major 

advantages over conventional halftoning and its electronic 
equivalent: firstly, since no regularly-spaced dots or screen 
angles are required, the problem of moire patterns is of no 
concern; secondly, FM screening has the remarkable capa
bility of reducing overall file sizes by as much as one third 
to one half without any noticeable loss of resolution - this 
translates into markedly faster printing times and files that 
are correspondingly less expensive to run (this is especially 
important if a commercial service bureau is being used); 
thirdly, FM screening is as close as we may ever come to 
true screenless multicolour printing, since the dots that 
make up an image are virtually invisible to the naked eye. 
The resulting image is more dynamic and truer to real life 
than anything we have previously come to expect from a 
halftone. Shane Steinman of ColoRip Pre-Press Inc. (Ste
inman, 1993) writes, "A good analogy for demonstrating 
the differences between AM [amplitude modulated] and FM 
[frequency modulated] screening, is to examine the differ
ence between AM and FM radio. Like FM radio, FM 
screening offers a wider dynamic range, higher signal 
definition, better signal:noise ratio, and tighter signal sepa
ration." 

Frequency modulated screening is sometimes also 
called stochastic screening (K.ieran, 1994 ); the word sto
chastic coming from the Greek stochastikos and meaning 
"skillful at aiming." Stochastic refers to the special charac
teristic of FM screening where the halftone dots appear to 
be randomly spaced, rather than forming familiar rosettes. 
Whereas traditional halftoning uses variable-sized dots ar
ranged in natural clusters with dot size changing in 
proportion to the tonal value of the original, FM screening 
uses extremely small microdots of uniform size (typically 
15 to 30 thousandths of a millimetre, in diameter), which 
vary in frequency according to the tonal value of the original 
- thus the term frequency modulated. Although the distribu
tion of dots in FM appears to be entirely random in nature, 
it is actually electronically determined to precise specifica
tions. 

Figure 4 (overleaf) schematically compares traditional 
halftoning with FM halftoning and illustrates how the for-
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mer is amplitude modulated (i.e. dot size is variable but 
frequency is constant), while the latter is frequency modu
lated (i.e. dot size is constant but frequency is variable). 
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Schematic comparison between traditional and frequency modulated halftoning. 
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The Pros and Cons of FM Halftones 
Most printers appear to like FM halftones because they 

provide greater contrast without affecting the density of 
shadow areas; tonal range is increased, as is colour satura
tion. Because screen angles are not used, registration 
becomes a much simpler problem to handle. Disadvantages, 
on the other hand (Kieran, 1994), include the necessity for 
far greater control over platemaking in order to accurately 
reproduce the extremely fine microdots that are used (they 
have been compared to a I% highlight dot on a traditional 
150 line screen). Traditional screens are also thought to be 
slightly better in situations where large solid tint areas are 
required. Other minor disadvantages of FM screening are 
dust and vacuum draw-down. Dust is always a problem in 
halftoning, but the microdot is particularly susceptible and 
great care must be taken to keep working areas clean. 

Draw-down refers to the suction applied by a vacuum 
frame during printing. Again, it is the microscopic size of 
the dot that is the problem and extra care should be taken to 
ensure even contact between the halftone and the print 
material. It should be noted here, that some manufacturers 
of graphic arts hardware, such as NuArc, are actually pro
ducing vacuum frames specifically designed for the 
enhanced requirements of FM printing. 

The following is a partial list of FM software produc
ers: Adobe Systems (Brilliant Screens); Scitex Corporation 
(FULLtone); Agfa (CristalRaster). 

Conclusions 
Since the initial development years of halftoning - it 

was originally conceived by Fox Talbot of Britain, in 1852, 
and was refined by Frederick Eugene Ives of Philadelphia 
and a Canadian, William Leggo - it has been the principle 
method by which coloured and monochrome continuous 
tone images have been printed. While printing (and cartog
raphy) have been overtaken by the computer age and have 
adapted to change in a positive way, the computer has so far 
been used only to simulate the halftone dot It is time, 
perhaps, for a complete rethinking of the complex halftone 
process with all its attendant problems of screen angles, 
precise registration, etc. Frequency modulated screening 
would appear to be the major breakthrough that is long 
overdue. 

That there are benefits in FM screening for cartogra
phers is clear, especially for those in the profession who 
routinely produce multicoloured maps and graphics. With 
screen angles and moire patterns no longer a consideration, 
registration will cease to be the headache that it is today; 
and there will be other peripheral benefits: colours will be 
more vibrant; a finer gradation of hues will be possible; and 
because dot size is substantially reduced, type overlain on 
screened coloured areas will be far easier to read. 
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NEW ERDAS EUROPEAN EDUCATION CENTRE 
TO BE OPENED IN CAMBRIDGE 

ERDAS (UK) Ltd announces the opening of a new 
ERDAS Education Centre in Cambridge, England. The 
Education Centre will provide a variety of training courses 
covering the complete range of ERDAS IMAGINE prod
ucts and has been established in response to the large 
increase in ERDAS users throughout the UK since the 
January 1993 startup ofERDAS (UK) Ltd. Training will be 
available on Sun Workstations and on PCs running Win
dowsNT. 

Mark Baker, formerly of Silsoe College has been ap
pointed Training Manager and will be responsible for 
directing the Centre. Mark has a Degree in Cartography and 
an MSc in Remote Sensing and previously was responsible 
for all ERDAS Training at Silsoe College. 

Available training will include five day Introductory 
courses, three day Specialist courses and a range of one day 
seminars, targeted at specific modules or user requirements. 

For more information, please call John Allan or Mark 
Baker at ERDAS (UK) Ltd on 0223 880802 (or fax 0223 
880160). 

from an ERDAS press release 
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